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Inverse bicontinuous cubic (QII) phases are nanostructured materials formed by lipid self-assembly.  We have successfully imaged thin 

films of hydrated Q(II) phases from two different systems using AFM. The images show periodic arrays of water channels with spacing 

and symmetry consistent with published SAXS data on the bulk materials.  
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Fig. 1.  Cubic phase structures. Left to right, the primitive (P), double diamond (D) and gyroid (G) triply periodic minimal surfaces. All three consist of 

two connected water channel networks (dark grey and white). 

A number of amphiphilic systems are known to be capable of 

forming QII phases, where the amphiphile molecules form an 

intricately curved fluid bilayer, on either side of which lie two 15 

interpenetrating continuous networks of water channels. In 

each QII phase, a mathematical surface known as a triply 

periodic minimal surface lies at the middle of the lipid 

bilayer. Lipid systems form three QII phases, based on the 

primitive (P), double diamond (D), and gyroid (G) surfaces, 20 

and known respectively as the QII
P, QII

D and QII
G phases (see 

Fig. 1). As materials, QII phases are optically transparent, 

stiff, visco-elastic solids 1,2 that are stable in excess water. 

 The structures of QII phases possess a number of 

remarkable features that have significant potential for 25 

nanotechnological applications. They contain water channels 

of the order of 2-5nm in diameter, whose size is extremely 

uniform throughout the sample, the dimensions of which may 

be tuned by controlling the temperature (in excess water) or 

the lipid/water ratio (below excess water).3 The structure also 30 

provides an extremely efficient way of packing a very large 

contiguous surface area into a small volume. Such properties 

make these, and similar structurally analogous materials, 

promising candidates in applications where they may be 

templated for size-selective molecular sieves or catalysts,4 or 35 

for electronic applications.5 Since the constituent lipids 

themselves are non-toxic, naturally-occuring biological 

molecules they are suitable for applications in food, 6 

pharmaceuticals7 and cosmetics,8 where the bicontinuous 

structure may be used to store and deliver both hydrophobic 40 

and hydrophilic molecules.  Finally, since the bilayer is very 

similar to a biological cell membrane, QII phases are of 

biological interest, leading to their use in methodologies for 

membrane protein crystallization.9 Furthermore, in nature 

these are naturally-occurring structures that perform a number 45 

of important biological roles 10  and the mechanism of their 

formation from the lamellar phase is considered to be a model 

for the mechanism of bio-membrane fusion and fission.2  

 Much of our current understanding of Q II phases comes 

from data obtained with small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). 50 

These give the symmetry from which the different QII phases 

may be discriminated and a very precise measurement of the 

lattice parameter. On the basis of SAXS experiments, we now 

have a good understanding of the thermodynamic and 

geometric factors on which these depend. More recent, time-55 

resolved synchrotron SAXS experiments11 have yielded data 

investigating the kinetics and mechanisms of the processes 

that interconvert the QII phases and by which they are formed 

from the fluid lamellar phase, with direct relevance to 

biological processes such as membrane fusion and fission. 60 
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Fig 2. AFM non-contact mode images of QII phases in excess water.  All are height images, except b) and e) which show phase. a) and d) are from 

monoolein and b), c) and e) from phytantriol. Unit cell lattices have been drawn on. Using the right-hand axis convention, with lattice vectors listed anti-

clockwise about the obtuse angle, the dimensions of these lattices are as follows: (a): 14.4nm; 12.8nm; 120°.(b): 8.3nm; 6.9nm; 120°. (c):14.2nm; 14.2nm; 

92°. (d): 25.0nm; 15.3nm; 115°. (e): 19.7nm; 13.6nm; 100°. 5 

 However, SAXS typically averages over many randomly 

oriented micron-sized domains. The data therefore provide no 

information on the interface of the QII phase with water, or of 

the boundary between adjacent domains; domain boundaries 

and defects are likely to affect technological applications, 10 

visco-elastic properties12 and phase transition kinetics.11Nor 

do SAXS experiments give information on the orientation of 

individual domains that can provide data on the epitaxy of 

transformations, to support or disprove various proposed 

geometrical transformation mechanisms.11,13  15 

 A number of groups have successfully imaged individual 

“cubosomes”, representing discrete single domains of QII 

phase, using cryo-TEM.14 These particles themselves have a 

number of applications in, for example, drug delivery. 

However, it is not clear to what extent they are representative 20 

of domains within a bulk polydomain sample, in particular as 

their stabilization requires a co-surfactant that forms an 

additional bilayer around each cubosome. Finally, the 

technique of cryo-TEM itself is a static one, and cannot be 

used to obtain dynamic information on phase transformations. 25 

 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has the potential to 

overcome the limitations associated with both techniques. It 

gives direct visualization, and has sufficient spatial resolution 

to image individual water channels within a single domain, 

thus providing information on domain orientation and epitaxy, 30 

and domain boundaries (unlike bulk SAXS). It can be carried 

out under ambient conditions, in a temperature range 

consistent with equilibrium lyotropic phase formation, under 

water or in air, and thus has potential for structural analysis of 

QII phases, both at equilibrium and during phase transitions. 35 

 Although AFM has been used extensively for single 

bilayers, very little work has been carried out on non-lamellar 

structures.
15

  

 In this work, we investigate two different systems; 1-

monoolein (MO, 40 

CH3(CH2)7CH=CH(CH2)7COOCH2CHOHCH2OH) and 

phytantriol (CH3(CHCH3(CH2)3)3CCH3OHCHOHCH2OH). 

Both of these have well characterized phase behaviour and 

both form QII
D phases at room temperature in excess water18 

19. We demonstrate that we can use AFM to image both of 45 

these with sufficient resolution to resolve individual water 

channels and that the spacing and symmetry of these are 

consistent with published data obtained using SAXS on bulk 

polydomain samples from each system. 

 Fig 2 shows AFM images of phytantriol and monoolein. 50 

We should note that due to tip broadening, the images do not 

give meaningful height data on individual water channels 

(indeed 2(b) and 2(e) are phase images). However, they do 

show the spacing and arrangement of the water channel 

arrays. We have drawn unit cells onto the images, and 55 

included lattice dimensions and angles in the figure legend. 

Fig 2 (a) and the left hand side of (b) show features that 



 

appear to lie in slightly distorted hexagonal arrays, with 

apparent spacings of approximately 14±1 nm and 8±1 nm 

respectively. Fig 2 (c)-(e) show arrays with other symmetries.  

 Fig 2 (d) appears to show a disclination, and Fig 2 (b) 

shows different lattices on the left and right sides of the 5 

image. Both appear to be consistent with domain boundaries, 

confirming our expectation that, in contrast to SAXS, AFM 

can be used for imaging and characterising domain boundaries 

of QII phases.  
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Fig.3 The (111) planes through the diamond surfaces. The light and dark 

surfaces represent the two water channel networks. The white channel 

network is capped at the surface, and the dark open to the outside, as 

discussed in the text. Also shown are the spacings of the water channels at 15 

the surface and the lattice parameter, a. 

The hexagonal structures shown in Fig 2 (a) and (b) are 

consistent with the 111 plane through the unit cell being 

uppermost (see Fig 3). Larsson and co-workers17 suggest that, 

in order that the bilayer should remain continuous, one of the 20 

networks of water channels is “capped” by the bilayer, and 

that only the other network is open to the bulk water; this is 

what we expect to observe from the top surface (Fig 3). Given 

this assumption, we expect the spacing of features on this 

plane to be equal to a  where a is the lattice parameter.  25 

(Figure 3 shows a graphical justification of this; essentially, 

for a QII lattice with cubic unit cells of side a, the spacing 

between features on the (111) AFM image is the distance 

between adjacent unit cell centres for the same colour 

network; this is equal to the face diagonal of the unit cell, 30 

a ).  

 

 
Fig. 4 Simulations of a diamond isosurface capped off at a 111 plane (lower half) and corresponding AFM images from Figures 2a and b (upper half). 

Each isosurface is plotted on the same scale as its corresponding AFM image, with lattice parameter 10.0 nm (left) and 6.5 nm (right) corresponding to the 35 

literature values for lattice parameters at room temperature in excess water of monoolein and phytantriol respectively.  

We can therefore estimate values for the lattice parameter a 

for monoolein and phytantriol from Fig 2 (a) and (b), to be the 

feature spacing divided by . This gives values for 

monoolein and phytantriol of a = 10 ±1 nm and 6 ±1 nm 40 

respectively. These are in good agreement with published bulk 

measurements of the surfactants in excess water obtained 

using SAXS, which are 10 nm for monoolein18 and 6.4-6.6 nm 

for phytantriol.19 There are a number of sources of error for 

the values we have measured from AFM, including local 45 

variation of spacings, drift during AFM measurement and 

batch-to-batch variation of the surfactants (as compared with 

that used for the bulk measurements quoted). 

  Fig 4 shows computer simulated images corresponding to  

the size of the AFM images in Fig 2 (a) and (b), generated 50 

with literature values of lattice parameter. These provide a 

visual confirmation that the hexagonal spacings observed in 

Fig 2 are consistent with the 111 plane. 

Experimental Section 

 Phytantriol was obtained from DSM nutritional products, 55 

Germany. Glycerol mono-oleate (MO) was obtained from 

Sigma Aldrich, St Louis.  Purities were quoted at 95% and 

99% respectively and they were used as received. Each was 

dissolved in chloroform (Merck, Whitehouse Station, NJ) at a 

final concentration of 10 mg/ml.  60 



  Highly ordered pyrolitic graphite (HOPG, Agar 

Scientific Ltd, Stansted, UK) with mosaic spread 3.5 ± 1.5, 

and size 10 mm by 10 mm was cleaved and used immediately.  

 Both surfactants were spin coated onto HOPG. Spin coating 

was carried out at 2000 rpm on a Headway Research (Garland, 5 

Texas) instrument. A single drop, approximately 10 µl, was 

placed into the centre of the spinning substrate from a glass 

pipette. The substrate was left spinning for approximately a 

further 30 s to allow for the solvent to evaporate. Successful 

deposition was characterised by a blue/purple film visible 10 

across the substrate surface, suggesting thicknesses on the 

order of the wavelength of light. AFM images obtained across 

a gap in the coating in one film indicated a varying thickness 

of at least 60nm. Spin coated substrates were immediately 

transferred into MilliQ water for a period of at least one hour, 15 

and overnight if possible, to hydrate.  

 A Digital Instruments/Veeco Multimode Nanoscope III 

AFM (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, California) was 

used to record height and phase tapping mode images with a 

10 μm scanner unit. DNP-S10 (Veeco, Camarillo, California) 20 

AFM tips were used within the standard tapping mode fluid 

flow cell, in an excess of MilliQ water. Images were 512 x 

512 pixels. The nominal tip radius quoted by the manufacturer 

was 10nm. 

 AFM data were processed to highlight image features using 25 

the software provided with the instrument. Typically the 

images were flattened and a plane fit applied. A combination 

of lowpass filtering (to remove high frequency image 

artefacts) and contrast enhancement were also employed.  

 To generate a simulated version of surfaces of the unit cell 30 

of the diamond QII surface, the following equation was used:16 

 

where  are the coordinates of a point in the unit 

cell and  is a parameter controlling the volume of the 

resultant structure. An isosurface ( ) is the QII structure 

where the top surface is the „ ‟ section. 35 

 Coordinates for isosurfaces through the unit cell of a 

diamond lattice were calculated using Python 2.5 (including 

Scipy 0.6) and plotted using Mayavi2. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that we can produce thin 40 

films of QII phase, and use these to image the water channels 

within using AFM. The data show good agreement with 

published behaviour of bulk QII phase samples measured by 

SAXS, showing the orientation of single domains, which 

could not be done with bulk SAXS measurements, and 45 

supporting a proposed model for the interface with water. 

AFM on thin QII films clearly shows potential for resolving a 

number of outstanding questions relating to domain size, 

structure and epitaxy in such systems. 

 50 
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